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Rhone
Blend Cuvee
CHARDONNAY
93 POINTS –Anthony Dias Blue
The History

Blue’s Tasting Note - Rich and deep with spice and black raspberry;
smooth, balanced and long.
.

The History
Etienne Terlinden – Winemaker & Owner
Etienne's passion for wine was rooted in his grandfather's wine cellar at the
family’s chateau near Brussels in Belgium while his winemaking talents
came to life in Santa Barbara County where he became interested in the
area’s unique microclimates and ability to produce wines with distinct character. Etienne handcrafts small batches of exceptional wines, each varietal
expressing a very certain old world
Etienne is also Executive
Thesensibility.
Grape
Winemaker for Summerland Winery and consulting winemaker to a dozen
or so others in the Santa Barbara area.

100% unoaked Chardonnay

The Grape

Grenache, Syrah, Mourvedre
Tasting
Note
Tasting
Note

It’s the joy I get from crafting blends that inspired this Rhône blend of GreThe
and fruity
enthusiasm
the young
nache,
Syrahfresh
and Mourvedre,
tagged
“246” in honorof
of Highway
246 that
grapes
wine
explodes
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your mouth,
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Santa
Ynezand
Valley.
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an aromatic
and clean
perfect amount
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art
for
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palate.
These
grape
varietals
likely
originatbeen matured and allowed to develop complexity,
ed in the Rhône region of France before arriving in California in the 1980s
give the wine character and balance. Made from
where they flourished in the diverse microclimates of the Santa Ynez Valley
lightly-oaked
and
unoaked
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a
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My “GSM” was
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French and Amercian
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creamy
texture
withmethods
a toasted
traditional
age-old
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with vanilla
a touch offlavor,
modern hints
technology. I hope
that you
enjoy this
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blendand
as much
as I enjoyed
crafting it.
of ripe
tropical
summer
a clean
refreshing

finish.

